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Abstract

The two main psychological theories of the ordinary conditional were designed to
account for inferences made from assumptions, but few premises in everyday life can be
simply assumed true. Useful premises usually have a probability that is less than
certainty. But what is the probability of the ordinary conditional and how is it
determined? We argue that people use a two stage Ramsey test that we specify to make
probability judgements about indicative conditionals in natural language, and we describe
experiments that support this conclusion. Our account can explain why most people give
the conditional probability as the probability of the conditional, but also why some give
the conjunctive probability. We discuss how our psychological work is related to the
analysis of ordinary conditionals in philosophical logic.
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Many psychological experiments have been run on ordinary indicative conditionals in
natural language. In the relatively older literature (reviewed by Evans, Newstead, &
Byrne, 1993), a typical experiment would contain an ordinary conditional as a major
premise, with its antecedent or consequent, or a negation of its antecedent or consequent,
as the minor premise. The participants would be asked to assume these premises, and
then whether they endorsed some conclusion that might, or might not, validly follow. For
example, participants were given conditionals of the form if p then q as the major premise
and p as the minor premise, and what was recorded was the frequency of endorsement of
the conclusion q in the valid inference Modus Ponens (MP). Other participants were
given the same major premise but not-q as the minor premise, and a record was made of
the frequency of endorsement of the conclusion not-p in the valid inference Modus
Tollens (MT). The general finding was that MP is endorsed with a significantly higher
frequency than MT.

1.

Psychological theories of the conditional

Two major psychology theories of the ordinary indicative conditional in natural language
were developed to try to explain the results of experiments on these conditionals. Braine
and O’Brien (1991) proposed the existence of a kind of mental natural deduction system,
with introduction and elimination inference rules for the ordinary conditional and other
sentential connectives (see also Rips & Marcus, 1977, and Over, 2003a). Their proposal
was that these inference rules supplied all the semantics that was necessary for negation,
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conjunction, disjunction, and the conditional. For example, the very meaning of their
conditional was supposedly based on if-elimination, or MP, and a modification of ifintroduction, or ‘conditional proof’, from standard formal logic. Braine and O’Brien did
not state a model theoretic semantics for their conditional, and they claimed that this was
unnecessary. They tried to explain the difference between MP and MT by pointing out
that, in their system, MP is the basic rule of if-elimination, but MT is a derived rule
requiring more computational steps and so more mental resources.
In contrast, Johnson-Laird and Byrne (1991) took a model theoretic approach to the
study of human inference. They tried to explain human inference, not by hypothesising
that there is a mental natural deduction system, but rather by supposing that people
manipulate ‘mental models’. A mental model is a human representation of a possible
state of affairs that has, to some extent, the same structure as that state of affairs
(Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991, p. 38). By what Johnson-Laird and Byrne (in press) call
the principle of truth, the mental models for a negative, conjunctive, disjunctive or
conditional statement correspond to the rows of the truth table in which the statement is
true. In particular, Johnson-Laird and Byrne (1991) gave an account of the ordinary
indicative conditional that presupposed the correctness of a truth-table analysis of this
conditional (pp. 73-74). That is, Johnson-Laird and Byrne interpreted the ordinary
indicative conditional, when the mental models for it are fully represented, or explicitly
‘fleshed out’, as equivalent to the material conditional of formal logic. For them an
ordinary conditional of the form if p then q has basically the same explicit mental models
as the disjunction not-p or q, which is logically equivalent to the material conditional.
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They tried to explain the difference between MP and MT by claiming that only MP is
supported by an initial mental model for the conditional, which is the same as the mental
model for p & q, plus some indication that there are further mental models that remain
implicit. In their system, MT is only supported by fully explicit, or ‘fleshed out’, mental
models for the ordinary conditional, which reveal it to be logically equivalent to not-p or
q.
These two theories have some positive points, but are severely limited by what they
are trying to do. They were formulated to try to explain the results of experiments in
which participants were supposed to assume that a conditional major premise and a
minor premise were true. The question in the experiments was whether some conclusion
followed necessarily from the two assumptions. However, very few premises in ordinary
reasoning can be just assumed true. Usually people have to make inferences from beliefs
that they are not certain about, and from statements made to them that they cannot
absolutely rely on. In fact, there is good reason to think that people sometimes view
premises as uncertain to some degree even in experiments in which they are explicitly are
asked to make assumptions, and it takes special effort to persuade them to treat the
premises as assumptions (Evans & Over, 1996). In more recent work, psychologists have
started to investigate the result of introducing some element of uncertainty or probability
into the premises of conditional inferences (see Politzer & Bourmaud, 2002, for a review
and an account of the results). The probability or uncertainty of premises can be affected
in a number of ways. Perhaps the most straightforward is to ask the participants what
follows, not from given assumptions, but from statements made in a conversation and by
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speakers with different degrees of authority or reliability (Stevenson & Over, 1995, 2001;
Newstead, Ellis, Evans, & Dennis, 1997).
These experiments force us to address the question of what people take the
probability of an ordinary indicative conditional to be. Braine and O’Brien (1991) do not
give a direct or full answer to this question, and Johnson-Laird and Byrne (1991) have a
‘paradoxical’ answer to it. Our own view is that there is a relation between the judged
probability of an ordinary indicative conditional and the conditional probability of its
consequent given its antecedent. This view has long been argued for by some
philosophical logicians (see Edgington, 1995, for a review) and is supported by some
more recent work in psychology (Stevenson & Over, 1995; Liu, Lo, & Wu, 1996;
Oaksford, Chater, & Larkin, 2000).
Consider the following conditional:

RU

If it is raining (r), then we will take an umbrella (u)

How is the probability of RU, P(RU), derived and represented by people? There are four
logically possible outcomes, or states of affairs, relevant to this question, corresponding
to the four rows of the truth table:

s1

It is raining and we take an umbrella

s2

It is raining and we do not take an umbrella
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s3

It is not raining and we take an umbrella

s4

It is not raining and we do not take an umbrella

People could plausibly represent at least some of these possibilities and their
probabilities in mental models, and base P(RU) on these. Braine and O’Brien (1991) do
not relate their conditional explicitly to these possible states of affairs in any model
theoretic semantics, and claim that their inference rules alone give the conditional its
meaning. The rules do not directly specify probabilities for conditionals, though they
imply that the conditional will be false in s2. Braine and O’Brien (1991) also suggest that
a conditional will be true when its consequent is true (p. 197), making the conditional
true in s1 and s3, but that leaves s4 unaccounted for. As we do not know about s4, we
cannot infer the probability of their conditional from the probabilities of s1 to s4.
The probability of an ordinary conditional is more precisely specified in JohnsonLaird and Byrne’s theory. In mental models theory, a full representation of the
conditional RU has the same mental models as the statement that it is not raining or we
will take an umbrella. These mental models correspond to the rows of the truth table in
which it is true that it is not raining or we will take an umbrella. Hence the mental models
for RU stand for s1, s3, and s4, and where r is the antecedent of RU and u is its
consequent, Johnson-Laird and Byrne represent these models in this way:
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r

u

not-r

u

not-r

not-u

However, Johnson-Laird and Byrne also argue that people often have an initial
representation of the conditional, with the same explicit mental model as the conjunction
of its antecedent and consequent, but with an indication that there are some implicit
models that could also be made explicit. More formally, these people are supposed to
have an initial mental model for RU:

r

u
…

The three dots above represent models left implicit, which are the two not-r models
in our example. Johnson-Laird and Byrne must clearly predict that some people would
judge RU to have the probability of the material conditional, derived by summing the
probabilities of s1, s3, and s4. These people would have fully explicit mental models of
RU. The question is what Johnson-Laird and Byrne should predict about people who
have only an initial representation of RU. Johnson-Laird and Byrne (in press) suggest
that these people would give the probability of s1 alone, P(s1), as P(RU). However,
people should really add something for the three dots, as these are supposed to remind
them that there are further mental models to be listed, and these further models will be
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ones in which the antecedent of the conditional is false. We find this part of the theory
unsatisfying and incomplete (see Over, 2003b, for more on the probability of conditionals
in mental model theory).
Johnson-Laird and Byrne (1991, in press) argue, as they must given their theory,
that the so-called paradoxes of the material conditional are valid inferences for the
ordinary indicative conditional. The first paradox is that inferences of the following form
are valid:

Given not-p as a premise, if p then q holds as a conclusion

The second paradox is that inferences of the following form are valid:

Given q as a premise, if p then q holds as a conclusion

Most philosophical logicians have rejected the validity of such inferences for the ordinary
indicative conditional (Edgington, 1995), and we agree with these logicians. For
example, we do not think it is right to infer, in line with the first paradox, that RU holds
merely because it is not raining. How could RU be true if we hated umbrellas and always
preferred raincoats? The paradoxes are valid if and only if the ordinary indicative
conditional is logically equivalent to not-p or q and hence to the material conditional.
Johnson-Laird and Byrne (1991) recognise this fact (p. 74), and that is why they have to
try to defend the validity of these paradoxical inferences.
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Johnson-Laird and Byrne (in press) continue to defend the validity of the
paradoxical inferences, but now deny that the ordinary indicative conditional and even
not-p or q, in natural language, are truth functional. However, the validity of the
paradoxes implies that if p then q is truth functional. From the first row of the truth table,
s1 (where q is true), we get that if p then q holds by the second paradox. From the third
and fourth rows, s3 and s4 (where not-p is true), we get that if p then q holds by the first
paradox. The second row, s2 (where p is true and q is false), trivially implies that if p
then q does not hold. (Note that Johnson-Laird and Byrne accept that negation is truth
functional in natural language, Johnson-Laird, personal communication). This
inconsistency makes the latest version of the mental model theory of the conditional hard
to interpret in detail. (See Over, 2003a,b for more on this and other technical problems in
Johnson-Laird and Byrne, in press.)

2.

Conditionals and conditional probability

Our own psychological account of conditionals links with our more general
psychological theory of hypothetical thinking (Evans, Over, & Handley, 2001).
Hypothetical thinking is thought that requires representation of possible states of affairs:
for example, forecasting, hypothesis testing, and decision making. The possible states of
affairs are represented by mental models, although we imagine a richer format for these
models than those discussed by Johnson-Laird and Byrne, which amount to little more
than rows of truth tables. In our view, mental models must be weighted in terms of
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probability and utility with regard to current goals. In general, we propose that people
consider only one possibility or mental model at a time, using this as a basis for
reasoning and decision making. They also follow a satisficing principle. This means that
they represent the possibility with a minimum of detail in a mental model, and only
replace this model, or make it more detailed, when it is clearly less than satisfactory.
In communication, and so in most psychological experiments, conditionals can be
viewed as a kind of linguistic trigger, the purpose of which is to initiate a line of
hypothetical thinking in the listener. The word if invites the listener to construct a mental
model of a hypothetical world in which the antecedent of the conditional is represented,
and then to consider the consequent in that context. In ordinary conversation, such
utterances also obey the communicative principle of relevance (Sperber & Wilson, 1995),
and the listener can infer that the conditional has relevance to his or her personal goals.
Goals may relate to antecedent or consequent. For example, the advice conditional, ‘If
you work hard you will pass your examinations’, presupposes the goal of passing exams,
and postulates a hypothetical state of affairs – within the control of the listener – which
can bring it about. By contrast the warning conditional, ‘If you go clubbing tonight you
will fail your exam tomorrow’, presupposes the goal of clubbing, but refers to adverse
consequence for another goal. In either case, however, the listener is invited to consider
the consequent in a possible state defined by the antecedent with regard to her or his
personal goals.
The idea that a conditional causes people to focus on the antecedent possibility
partially explains people’s responses to the well known Wason selection task in its
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abstract form (Wason, 1966). Most people do not make the right choices in this
experiment when the conditional is about abstract numbers or letters distant from their
everyday experience. The so-called ‘if-heuristic’, together with a ‘not-heuristic’ (or
matching-heuristic), can account for these choices on the basis of perceived relevance,
before any process of analytic reasoning is applied (Evans, 1989, 1996; and see also
Sperber, Cara, and Girotto, 1995, on more realistic forms of the selection task). It can
also explain responses on truth table tasks, where people are asked to rate the four truth
table cases of a conditionals as true, false or irrelevant. In general, people rate false
antecedent cases as irrelevant in line with the so-called ‘defective’ truth table (Evans et
al., 1993).
This line of thinking leads us from a psychological standpoint to agree with the
position taken by most philosophical logicians: the ordinary indicative conditional is not
correctly represented as a material conditional. We predict that no significant group of
people will judge the ordinary conditional to have the same probability as the material
conditional, nor will they add probability to an ordinary conditional merely because there
are implicit possibilities in which the antecedent is false. Suppose that RU is a material
conditional. Then P(RU) is high merely because it is unlikely that it is raining, even if we
hate umbrellas and almost never use them. We find this an unacceptable result, and
indeed one of the paradoxes of identifying the ordinary conditional with the material
conditional.
In our account, people apply a version of the so-called Ramsey test for making
probability judgements about the ordinary conditional. Ramsey (1931) claimed that
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people who disagree about if p then q are arguing about what their degree of belief in q
should be given p. In other words, they turn a debate about the probability of the
conditional into one about the subjective conditional probability of q given p, P(q/p), and
then argue about what P(q/p) should be. They try to settle this question in turn by
‘…adding p hypothetically to their stock of knowledge and arguing on that basis about
q…’ (p. 247). This suggestion fits neatly with our own psychological view of
conditionals described above. A conditional causes hypothetical thinking about the p
possibility, without any representation of the not-p possibility. How, for example, would
people ordinarily assess the value of conditional advice or warning of the type given
above? They would examine the likelihood of q occurring given the p possibility. They
would ask themselves, ‘How likely is it that we will pass our exams given that we work
hard, or fail given that we go clubbing the night before?’ This is precisely the piece of
hypothetical thinking that the speaker intended to initiate.
Philosophers have discussed the Ramsey test at length (Stalnaker, 1968; Edgington,
1995), but it is almost never even referred to by psychologists (Johnson-Laird, 1983, and
Johnson-Laird & Byrne, in press, are exceptions). Yet the Ramsey test is clearly a
psychological proposal. Of course, Ramsey was not a psychologist, and he did not
develop his test as a detailed account of mental processes. What exactly is it to add p
hypothetically to one’s mental state and then to make a probability judgement about q on
that basis? We have tried to help answer this question with psychological experiments,
described later in the paper. What really is it, psychologically, for people to focus
hypothetically on the antecedent r of RU, as suggested by Ramsey? Our position is that
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the Ramsey test is a psychological process that constructs mental models of s1 and s2
(the two cases that fall under the general r possibility) and then compares the relative
probabilities of s1 and s2. By doing this, people are, in effect, hypothetically focusing on
the r possibility and judging the plausibility of u on that basis, while ignoring the not-r
possibility. More precisely, the probability of s1, P(s1), is either explicitly or implicitly
compared with the probability of s2, P(s2). To the extent that P(s1) is higher than P(s2),
P(u/r) is high and P(RU) is judged to be high. To the extent that P(s1) is lower than P(s2),
P(u/r) is low and P(RU) is judged to be low.
People can use our version of the Ramsey test to decide, not only to assert a
conditional like RU, but also to make a relevant decision. For example, we may decide to
take an umbrella out with us because we judge that the probability of taking an umbrella
and remaining dry is higher than the probability of taking one and not remaining dry.
Here again we have mental models of states of type s1 and s2, and we compare P(s1)
with P(s2).
There are a number of ways in which people can compare P(s1) with P(s2) for
some s1 and s2 type states. Sometimes they will know relevant frequency information,
and they can use that to make an explicit comparison. Perhaps we recall only a few times
when we were without an umbrella even in light rain, or alternatively perhaps we cannot
remember the last time we carried one of these awkward things no matter how hard it
was raining. More widely, heuristics that have been studied by psychologists will
sometimes be engaged (Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky, 1982). For instance, s1 might be a
much more ‘available’ or ‘vivid’ possibility for us because we recently avoided a real
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soaking by taking an umbrella. The extent to which s1 comes more readily to mind than
s2 could cause an explicit or implicit judgement that P(s1) is greater than P(s2). These
heuristics sometimes result in biased judgements, but then people’s subjective probability
judgements about conditionals are sometimes biased. The way in which people use
frequency information or heuristics, and the biases they are prone to, is part of our
interest in the psychological study of people’s probability judgements about conditionals.
Stalnaker (1968) extended the Ramsey test to cases where we are confident that the
antecedent of the conditional is false in light of our background beliefs or knowledge, e.g.
we may know that it is not raining. According to Stalnaker, we modify our beliefs to
remain consistent when we add the antecedent to them hypothetically. Objections have
been raised to this since there can be more than one way to achieve this consistency, and
trying to be consistent about even a relatively simple matter can be a complex problem
(Johnson-Laird & Byrne, in press). However, this is less of a problem for our version of
the Ramsey test. Even if we are very highly confident that it is not raining, we could still
judge that s1, however improbable it seems, is much more probable than s2, e.g. because
we really hate to get wet.
Stalnaker (1968) tried to derive a semantic analysis of the ordinary conditional
from his version of the Ramsey test. He asked what the hypothetical state of mind in his
version represents, and answered that it is an attempt to represent a possible world which
differs minimally from the actual world, but in which the antecedent of the conditional is
true. This analysis is often expressed by saying that a Stalnaker conditional is true in the
actual world if and only if its consequent is true in the closest possible world (to the
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actual world) in which its antecedent is true. Suppose that we correctly take ourselves to
be in an actual of affairs of type s4: it is not raining and we will not take an umbrella
when we go out. But consider the closest state of affairs to s4 in which it is raining. That
might be s1, because we almost never go out in the rain without an umbrella. In that case,
RU will be actually true, i.e. true in s4, by Stalnaker’s analysis of the ordinary
conditional. If s2 had been the closest state of affairs to s4, because we hated umbrellas
and never used one, then RU would be actually false, i.e. false in s4, by Stalnaker’s
analysis.
Some psychologists have shown that people really do have beliefs, which even
affect emotions like regret, about which possible states of affairs are closer than others to
the actual state of affairs (Kahneman & Miller, 1986). Sometimes these beliefs are based
on the relative frequencies of events, such as how often we use an umbrella when it is
raining. One could try to use these results to argue that Stalnaker’s analysis of the
ordinary conditional has some psychological grounding. However, the probability of a
Stalnaker conditional of the form if r then u, P(RU), cannot in general equal the
conditional probability P(u/r). This is one of the consequences of the famous proof by
Lewis (1976). We have just illustrated that, if RU is a Stalnaker conditional, then RU can
be true in s4, and that implies that P(RU) can acquire some probability from s4. But
P(u/r) never depends on the probability of s3 or s4, but only on the relative probabilities
of s1 and s2 (see Edgington, 1995, for a more formal argument that exploits this fact).
The results of our experiments imply that there is relation between the ordinary indicative
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conditional and conditional probability, and therefore make it open to question that the
ordinary indicative conditional is a Stalnaker conditional.
The first three experiments we describe below are about frequencies. The questions
in these experiments are rather artificial ones about cards of various types, and we study
how the participants’ subjective probability judgements about conditionals relate to the
relative frequencies given by random draws from the cards. However, we would like to
give at this point an informal account of our extended approach, illustrated by the final,
fourth experiment below, in which we are concerned totally with subjective judgements
about realistic cases. We can continue to use RU as an example for this purpose. We
could ask participants in an experiment how explicitly probable they find the conditional
RU, but also how probable they judge each of s1 to s4 to be. From their explicit
judgements about s1 and s2 alone, we could infer their implicit conditional probability
judgement P(u/r), and then we could see how that relates to their explicit probability
judgement about RU, P(RU). We could also check whether there are some people who
take P(RU) to be affected by the probabilities of s3 or s4 and whether they treat RU as a
Stalnaker conditional. We could ask people for their judgements about the relative
closeness of the states of affairs s1 to s4 to the actual state of affairs, or use the people’s
relative probability judgements to infer a ranking like this for them.
Our hypothesis is that the probability of an ordinary indicative conditional, P(if p
then q), is related to the conditional probability, P(q/p), whether or not this is based in
turn on frequencies or on purely subjective judgements. We also hold that people will
attempt to make a judgement about P(q/p) by trying, in effect, to judge the relative
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probabilities of p & q and p & not-q, P(p & q) and P(p & not-q), i.e. P(s1) and P(s2).
Such a comparative judgement calls for relatively deeper processes and more working
memory than just a judgement about P(p & q), which is only its first step. We therefore
predict that some participants, in an experiment on the probability of a conditional, will
give P(q/p) as P(if p then q), while others will give P(p & q) as P(if p then q). JohnsonLaird and Byrne (in press) also claim that people will at least sometimes give P(p & q) as
P(if p then q), but we do not think that they can justify this prediction as well as we can.
As we pointed out above, initial processing of the conditional in Johnson-Laird and
Byrne’s system does create a single explicit mental model of p & q, but that is supposed
to include as well an indication that there are other models. This indication ought to lead
to an initial judgement higher than P(p & q) for P(if p then q). In any case, Johnson-Laird
and Byrne have to make the prediction that people will judge P(if p then q) to be equal to
P(not-p or q), if these people have endorsed MT for this conditional. We completely
disagree with this prediction about MT, which will be easy to test in future experiments.
Our broader approach allows us to consider further issues. One of these is whether
there are some conditionals if p then q in natural language that are asserted, not merely
because P(q/p) is sufficiently high in some context, but because P(q/p) is significantly
higher than P(q/not-p). Such conditionals may be taken to imply the existence of a causal
relation between p and q. Consider this new example and the logical possibilities that go
with it:

MW

If you get malaria (m) then you will get very weak (w)
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s1*

You get malaria and you get very weak

s2*

You get malaria and you do not get very weak

s3*

You do not get malaria and you get very weak

s4*

You do not get malaria and you do not get very weak

If m is thought of as a possible cause of w, people may possibly base P(MW) on the
extent to which they judge P(w/m) to be greater than P(w/not-m). Whether this is so is an
open question, but this judgement might be based on relatively simple heuristics that
respond to sample frequencies (Over & Green, 2001). It could also be derived from
causal model of the illness. A significant difference between P(w/m) and P(w/not-m) is a
necessary condition for holding that m is a cause of w. For if P(w/m) = P(w/not-m), w
and m are independent of each other and cannot be causally related. Implicit judgements
about P(w/not-m) can obviously be inferred from probability judgements about s3* and
s4*, just as such judgements about P(w/m) can be inferred from those about s1* and s2*.
In experiments, we could ask for people’s explicit judgements about P(RU) or P(MW)
and compare these with implicit conditional probability judgements that we infer from
people’s explicit judgements about s1 to s4 or s1* to s4*
Jeffrey (1983) has influentially defined the desirability of a proposition, which is to
be combined with its probability in his formulation of decision theory. His definition can
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be most easily illustrated using our example MW. Suppose that we saw MW on a notice
board at the airport as we entered a tropical country, and assume (falsely in our view) that
MW is a material conditional. If MW is a material conditional, then MW is true in s1*,
s3*, and s4*, and false in s2*. Clearly, s4* is far and away the most desirable possible
state for us, and we can also imagine that it is the most probable, e.g. because we are
staying in the country only a short time. By Jeffrey’s definition, the desirability of MW is
determined by taking the conditional probability of each of s1* to s4* given that MW
holds, using those conditional probabilities to weight the desirability of each of s1* to
s4*, and then adding up each weighted desirability. Given MW, s4* is the most likely
possible state, and the most desirable one, and thus MW, interpreted as a material
conditional, will come out a highly desirable proposition. This is of course a paradoxical
result, since so far from being good news, reading MW as we entered the tropical country
would intuitively be quite bad news. We can obviously use this conclusion as yet another
argument that MW should not be interpreted as a material conditional. But what then is
the desirability of MW as an ordinary conditional, granted that MW is not material
conditional? This question is open to considerable debate (see Bradley, 2000, for one
position on it), but we can investigate how ordinary people answer it in experiments by
asking for ratings of the desirability of MW and of the desirability of each of s1* to s4*

3.

The psychological evidence
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We have conducted extensive investigations into the manner in which people judge the
probability of conditional statements, and will describe some of this work briefly and
informally here (see also Hadjichristidis, Stevenson, Over, Sloman, Evans, & Feeney,
2001). The first empirical investigations we will describe, Experiments 1–3, are
presented in much more detail in Evans, Handley, and Over (in press). In these
experiments, participants are given a series of problems with explicit frequency
information about the distribution of cards in a pack and asked to judge the probability of
the conditional in this context. The methodology is best illustrated by an example taken
from Experiment 1:

A pack contains cards that are either yellow or red and have either a circle or a
diamond printed on them. In total there are:

1 yellow circle
4 yellow diamonds
16 red circles
16 red diamonds

How likely are the following claims to be true of a card drawn at random from the
pack?
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If the card is yellow then it has a circle printed on it

If the card has a diamond printed on it then it is red

The frequency information was always given for the four logical possible cases,
like s1 to s4 and s1* to s4* above, and in that order. In symbols, these four possibilities
are: pq, p¬q,¬pq and ¬p¬q. The actual lexical content was varied from problem to
problem and order of problems randomised individually for each participant. In
Experiments 1 and 2, people were asked to rate (on a 5 point scale) the probable truth of
both a conditional and a contrapositive statement. By varying the relative frequency of
the four types of cards across problems in these experiments, we were able to assess the
probabilities to which people were responding. Consider the relevant probabilities for the
conditional claim that, ‘if the card is yellow, then it has a circle printed on it’ and its
contrapositive ‘if the card has a diamond printed on it, then it is red’:

CONDITIONAL (If p then q)

CONTRAPOSITIVE (If not q then not p)

Material conditional

Material conditional

P(MC) = 1 - P(p¬q) = 33/37

P(MC) = 1 - P(p¬q) = 33/37

Conditional probability

Conditional probability

P(q/p) = 1/5

P(¬p/¬q) = 16/20
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Conjunctive probability

Conjunctive probability

P(pq) = 1/37

P(¬p¬q) = 16/37

These probability calculations reveal the power of this design. The conditional
statement is probable, improbable, or highly improbable depending on whether you adopt
the material conditional, conditional probability or conjunctive probability as the basis
for judgement. The contrapositive statement is logically equivalent to the conditional
interpreted as a material conditional, and hence has the same probability. However, the
probabilities differ radically on the other two measures, according to which the
contrapositive computes as much more likely.
People were asked to rate the probability of conditional and contrapositive
statements over a range of different card frequency distributions. The correlations
between ratings and computed probabilities across problems were then computed (Table
1). These measure the extent to which conditionals that received higher ratings of
probability were the same ones to which higher values of the various computed
probabilities applied.

(Insert Table 1 about here)

Although there were moderate and significant correlations with the material
conditional probabilities, we did not in these experiments minimise the relation between
the probability of the material conditional and the conditional probability and conjunctive
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probability. But on close inspection we can eliminate the material conditional as the basis
for the participants’ judgements. First, for both conditionals and contrapositives, there
were much higher correlations with both the relevant conditional and conjunctive
probabilities. Second, and critically, the inter-correlation of ratings of conditionals and
contrapositives, which should be identical for the material conditional, were low and
insignificant in both experiments.
These experiments did not, however, distinguish between conditional probability
and conjunctive probability as the basis for people’s judgements. Experiment 3 was
intended to do this and also to test the relation between judgements of true and false
probabilities. As noted above, there is psychological evidence (Evans et al., 1993) for a
‘defective’ truth table for the ordinary conditional, in which people describe the pq case
as true, the p¬q case as false and the ¬pq and ¬p¬q cases as irrelevant. This suggests an
intriguing possibility. If people have three truth values: true, false and indeterminate then
they might assign probability to all three. If this were the case, then ratings of the
probability of the statement being true, P(T), and of its being false, P(F), should add to
less than one.
In fact, we expected to find in people’s judgements that P(T) + P(F) = 1. This
follows from our interpretation of the defective truth table. According to our view, false
antecedent cases are rated as irrelevant because they are precisely that: not taken into
account in assessing the probability of the conditional. We expect people to judge the
probability of the conditional statements by comparing the frequency of pq and p¬q
cases. The judgements are implicitly conditionalised on the true antecedent, so
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judgements of falsity should simply be the inverse of judgements of truth. Experiment 3
again used the pack of card scenario but with some key methodological changes.
Participants were asked in separate tasks to judge true and false probabilities, and the
design of the card distributions was altered.
In Experiment 3, the frequency of pq and p¬q cases were varied independently,
each ranging across the values 2,4,6,8,10,12. However, the pack size was fixed and
frequency of ¬p cards set accordingly. This meant that we could assess the effects of
varying conditional probability while holding conjunctive probability constant. We also
used two pack sizes, 30 and 60. Under the conditional probability hypothesis judgements
should be unaffected by pack size. Under the conjunctive probability hypothesis,
however, judgements should be halved when the pack size is doubled. Results of this
experiment showed that people were substantially affected by conditional probability
when conjunctive probability was held constant. However, there was a significant, if
fairly small, effect of pack size in the direction predicted by conjunctive probability.
Figure 1 shows probability estimates (for both pack sizes combined) as a function
of pq case and of p¬q cases. As predicted by the conditional probability hypothesis
judgements of probable truth increase with the former and decrease with latter and
judgements of probable falsity to the opposite. The stacked bar charts also show clearly
that P(T) + P(F) ≈ 1, defeating the three valued truth table hypothesis.

(Insert Figure 1 about here)
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Although Experiment 3 of this study provides clear evidence that conditional
probability has a strong influence on the judged probability of the conditional statement,
the effect of pack size still suggests some additional influence of conjunctive probability.
We therefore conducted an individual difference analysis by applying both probabilities
as predictors in multiple regression analyses performed separately for each participant.
This analysis gives us statistics, known as beta weights, that show the extent to which
individuals’ judgements of the probability of the conditional were more or less influenced
by (a) conditional probability, P(q/p), and (b) conjunctive probability, P(P & q). The
results, shown in Table 2, were extremely clear. Of the 80 participants, 40 fell into a
group whose judgements were much more strongly predicted by conditional rather than
conjunctive probability, as can be seen by the mean beta weights shown in Table 2.
However, 32 participants fell into a group where the reverse was true. This is one of the
most striking demonstrations of individual differences in a reasoning or judgement
experiment that we have ever come across, and we explain it below in terms of our two
stage Ramsey test.

Insert Table 2 about here

We have also conducted a separate study (again with Simon Handley but not
reported in Evans et al., in press) in which we have used thematic conditional statements
rated by prior belief. We mention this briefly in case readers are concerned about the real
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world relevance of the artificial task and materials described above. In the thematic
experiment, we devised 32 realistic conditionals, all concerned with predicting future
events within the next 10 years or so, restricted to the UK if not explicitly indicated.
These were designed to have varying degrees of believability. An example was ‘If global
warming continues then London will be flooded.’ Participants performed three separate
tasks with regard to these 32 conditionals. In a kind of truth table task, each participant
was obliged to assign probability measures (totalling 100) to the four logical possibilities
(corresponding to s1 to s4 or s1* to s4* above) for each conditional. For example, every
participant explicitly rated in this way each of:

Global warming will continue and London will be flooded
Global warming will continue and London will not be flooded
Global warming will not continue and London will be flooded
Global warming will not continue and London will not be flooded

The same participants also gave explicit probability ratings to the 32 conditionals
as True in one booklet and as False in another. From the truth table task, we could
compute the three implicit probability judgements of interest for each participant: P(MC),
P(q/p) and P(pq). We then correlated these implicit judgements with the explicit
probability judgements about the 32 conditionals (Table 3). As can be seen the
correlations with conditional probability are the highest but those with conjunctive
probability still significant. The correlations with the material conditional probabilities
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are not significant. This study provides a useful cross-validation of the abstract
experiments reported by Evans et al. (in press). One difference, however, was that P(T) +
P(F) in this experiment was significantly less than one. However, the residual probability
(about 7%) was nowhere near the mean value of P(¬p) as computed from the truth table
task.

Insert Table 3 about here

4.

Discussion of the experimental results

The most immediate conclusion to draw from our experiments is that people do not
represent an ordinary indicative conditional as a material conditional (see also the
independent results of Oberauer & Wilhelm, 2002). The mean probability ratings for an
ordinary conditional have only a moderate correlation with the probability of the
corresponding material conditional, and correlate much more with conditional probability
and conjunctive probability. The material conditional is logically equivalent to its
contrapositive and should have the same probability rating, but people’s assessment of
the probability of an ordinary conditional does not correlate with their assessment of the
probability of its contrapositive. The material conditional becomes more probable as its
antecedent becomes more improbable, but we have found the exact opposite: a trend for
the judged probability of the ordinary conditional to be lower as its antecedent becomes
more improbable.
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Our own account of the conditional is based on our more detailed psychological
version of the Ramsey test (Ramsey, 1931). In our view, people try to assess the
probability of a conditional if p then q, P(if p then q), in a two stage mental process, by
comparing, in effect, the probability of p &q, P(p & q), with that of p & not-q, P(p & notq). In this process, people ignore the not-p possibility, hypothetically focus on the p
possibility, and construct mental models of states of type s1 and s2. They then compare
P(s1), which is the same as P(p & q), with P(s2), which is the same as P(p & not-q). They
judge P(if p then q) to be high if they find P(s1) to be higher than P(s2), and they judge
P(if p then q) to be low if they find P(s1) to be lower than P(s2). The result of the
comparison is that P(if p then q) is assessed as the conditional probability, P(q/p). The
mental process could consist of an explicit comparison of the frequency of p & q
instances with the frequency of p & not-q instances. In other cases, there could be a
heuristic that sets, say, P(s1) higher than P(s2) simply because p & q comes more readily
or vividly to mind than p & not-q. The full range of particular processes, and their
relative importance, will have to be investigated empirically.
Our version of the Ramsey test begins, in effect, with an assessment of P(p & q),
and thus there should be a tendency for some people to cut the process short by giving
P(p & q) as their assessment of P(if p then q). There are obviously a number of reasons
why a relatively complex cognitive process can at times be cut short: limited working
memory, distraction, and lack of real commitment to the task among them. The place of
these factors in judgements about P(if p then q) will also have to be studied in
experiments. It is certainly of interest that children may go through a developmental stage
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in which they represent a conditional as a conjunction and that this may be found in some
adults as well (Barrouilett & Lecas, 1998; Barrouilett, Grosset, & Lucas, 2000; and see
Evans et al., in press, on this work). It may be that particular contexts, perhaps with
special pragmatic implications or presuppositions, encourage a conjunctive interpretation
of a conditional.
We believe that our explanation of why people sometimes give P(p & q) as P(if p
then q), in terms of our two stage Ramsey test, is superior to the reason given for this by
Johnson-Laird and Byrne (in press). They should predict, as we have explained above,
that the initial mental model for the conditional will have a higher probability than P(p &
q), since the initial model has three dots, in their account, to indicate the presence of
further, implicit models, which should have some probability. Moreover, the principle of
truth in their theory is definitely untenable given our results. This principle implies that
the mental models of a proposition only represent what is true, and not what is false,
given the truth of the proposition. If the principle held, then people would never respond,
as the majority do across our whole range of experiments, with the conditional
probability for the probability of a conditional. In order to give the conditional
probability P(q/p) when asked for P(if p then q), one must compare (explicitly in most of
our experiments and at least implicitly in others) p & q and p & not-q. However, by the
principle of truth, p & not-q should never get represented as the falsifying case in the
mental models of if p then q.
Some significant results in the study of conditionals can be explained by supposing
that people judge the probability of a conditional to be the corresponding conditional
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probability. These include people’s tendency to endorse valid and invalid conditional
inferences and the effect of uncertainty in the premises of conditional inferences
(Stevenson & Over, 1995; Liu et al., 1996; Oaksford et al., 2000). However, we would
like to close by making some remarks on the possible relation between our work and the
analysis of ordinary conditionals in philosophical logic. We have been deeply influenced
in our psychological approach by some of this analysis and particularly by the Ramsey
test and what has been written about it by philosophers (Ramsey, 1931; Stalnaker, 1968;
Edgington, 1995). The Ramsey test is obviously, at least in part, a psychological
proposal, and yet it has not been primarily investigated as such. It has been almost totally
ignored by psychologists, but we expect fruitful collaboration if philosophical and
psychological studies of it are carried out in close harmony with each other.
Sometimes philosophers make statements about conditionals that are appear
psychological, and some of these are open to question in light of our results. For
example, Lycan (2001, p. 19) claims that people assert a conditional if p then q just in
case q holds in every possibility p which they ‘…have at least tacitly in mind as a live
prospect’. He adds that these people cannot, in making their assertion, view p & not-q as
a ‘real possibility’. But our participants must often have p & not-q in mind as a real
possibility, in some strong sense, in order to make their conditional probability
judgements. They do not conclude that the conditionals have a probability of 0, and yet it
is plausible that they would be willing to assert some of these conditionals themselves.
Lycan does not cover recent work on the psychology of conditionals, but his position
could perhaps be clarified if he did.
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The deepest question, however, concerns the relation between our experiments and
Lewis’s proof that we discussed above in connection with the Stalnaker conditional. In
more generality, Lewis (1996) showed that P(if p then q) cannot in general be identical
with P(q/p) on the assumption that if p then q expresses a proposition that is true, or false,
at each possibility, such as s1 to s4 or s1* to s4*. Perhaps the simplest response to this
result, given our findings, is that P(if p then q) is ‘theoretically’ affected by the
probabilities of s3 and s4, P(s3) and P(s4), but that people ignore s3 and s4, as not-p
states. They focus only on s1 and s2, the p states, and compare P(s1) with P(s2). They
focus in this way on p possibilities as part of their satisficing strategy in hypothetical
thought. This strategy is one of bounded rationality in real world circumstances, as
identifying P(if p then q) with P(q/p) does not prevent people from achieving their
everyday goals in reasoning and decision making. Whether or not this line can be fully
justified has to be addressed in further research. At the very least, it faces the problem of
explaining how ordinary conditionals can ‘theoretically’ have probabilities that no one, or
almost no one, ever judges them to have in experiments. A completely different tack to
take would be to agree with Adams (1975) and Edgington (1995) that conditionals do not
express propositions that are true, or false, at every possibility. We cannot explore the
difficulties of these alternatives here, and can only conclude by saying that we expect our
sort of experimental studies to be relevant to philosophical debates about conditionals
and conditional probability.
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Table 1
Correlations of mean ratings for conditionals and contrapositive problems (n = 27)
in the study of Evans et al (in press)

COND
-0.11
0.48*
0.89*
0.10

CONT

CONT
P(MC)
P(Q/P)
P(¬P/¬Q

Expt 1

)
P(PQ)
P(¬P¬Q)

0.93*
-0.38

Expt 2

CONT

0.76*
0.27
0.96*

COND
0.22
0.64*
0.96*
0.36*

-0.34
0.94*

0.88*
-0.06

-0.13
0.88*

COND = Conditional
CONT = Contrapositive
* Significant at p < 0.05 or better
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0.64*
0.33
0.97*

Table 2
Mean regression weights for participants classified as using Conditional Probability
(n = 40) or Conjunctive Probability (n = 32) in Experiment 3 of Evans et al (in press)
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Table 3

Correlations of True and False ratings with computed probabilities
in the thematic conditionals experiment

P(Q/P)
P(MC)
P(PQ)

Mean True

Mean False

0.89*
0.65
0.74*

-0.89*
-0.68
-0.71*
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Figure 1
Stacked mean ratings as TRUE and as FALSE in Experiment 3
of the study of Evans et al (in press)

(a) Estimates as a function of PQ frequency

(b) Estimates as a function of P¬Q frequency
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